®

The Most Versatile
Camera-Top HD H.264
Video Encoder

Big Things Come in Small Packages
The new Teradek Cube is packed full of new features including an
OLED display for changing settings instantly, built-in rechargeable
Li-lon battery, MIMO for better WiFi performance and a μSD port
for recording. Cube now also includes a headphone output and
two USB ports for battery charging and connectivity.

What’s new?
 OLED
 Li-lon
 MIMO
 µSD
 µUSB

Teradek, LLC ❘ 888.941.2111 ❘ www.teradek.com

3G & 4G

Send Your Content Anywhere

3G & 4G

Cube can transmit live HD video over local
networks or over the public Internet. Whether
your video feed is sent back to a studio, into
a video switcher, or displayed on a large screen,
Cube’s point to point streaming solution
brings your content to audiences worldwide.

Cube 355

Cube 155

Stream Directly to iOS Devices

Cube enables producers, clients, and others on set
to monitor every shot live on their iPads and iPhones.
Instead of running long, cumbersome cables to bulky
monitors, Cube’s ability to turn iOS devices into
mobile wireless monitors liberates cinema crews
from wired tethers and cluttered studios.

Broadcast Live to the Internet

3G & 4G

With a simple press of the “Stream” button, Cube
will stream directly to your website, Facebook page,
or a content delivery network (CDN) of choice.
Cube supports multiple transport protocols including
RTMP, RTP/RTSP, RTP Push, MPEG-TS, HLS, and
ZiXi, which makes it the most versatile compact video
encoder available.

Cube
Encoders

$1,940 MSRP

$2,490 MSRP
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cube 105

cube 155
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cube 205

cube 255

$1,440 MSRP

$1,990 MSRP
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Matching
Decoders
(receivers)



Cube 155



cube 355
cube 405
cube 455
cube 305
$1,690 MSRP $1,990 MSRP $1,190 MSRP $1,490 MSRP

3G & 4G

USTREAM,
LIVESTREAM,
akamai
& more

Cube 255

Power Accessories

Batteries & Battery
Plate Adaptors

Power Cables

Cube Encoder/Decoder Pair
(transmitters & receivers)
cube 105/305
$2,890 MSRP

cube 155/355
$3,990 MSRP

cube 205/405
$1,990 MSRP

cube 255/455
$2,990 MSRP

cube 105/405
$2,390 MSRP

cube 155/455
$3,490 MSRP

cube 205/305
$2,490 MSRP

cube 255/355
$3,490 MSRP

See all of our products at teradek.com
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